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Welcome!

In today’s 
Session

Reviewing and extending language for giving 

concrete suggestions to students to help 

improve their academic skills.

 Focussing on language used when giving 

constructive feedback on different types of 

writing.

Dealing with gaps in knowledge.



Offering suggestions
How to point your students in the right direction



Suggestions
How to point your students in the right direction

•If I were you I would/wouldn’t….

•If I were in your shoes/position I would…

•You had better/ you’d better…..

•You should…

•Your only option is to….

•Why don’t you….?

•Have you thought about….?

•Have you tried…?

https://www.english-at-home.com/speaking/suggestions-in-english/
has a more comprehensive list 

https://www.english-at-home.com/speaking/suggestions-in-english/


Reviewing and 

extend language

for giving 

concrete 

suggestions to 

students to help 

improve their 

academic skills

 Students don’t speak loudly enough 

• (Could you) try to speak a little louder so 
• everyone can hear you?

• Imagine you’re standing at the back of the classroom. Project your 
voice so that the people at the front can hear and understand every 
word you say.

• (ask) tell students how to improve (in a constructive way) 

• explain how that improvement would help 

• give a concrete example of how to achieve this improvement.

• PROBLEM

• SOLUTION

 BREAKOUT

 3 minutes individual

 7 minutes group



Reviewing and 

extend language

for giving 

concrete 

suggestions to 

students to help 

improve their 

academic skills

 Students: 

 a. don’t speak loudly enough 

 b. speak too quickly and don’t 
pause enough when speaking

 c. Have a significantly lower level 
of English than other students 

 d. keep interrupting

 e. don’t switch their cameras on

 f. don’t switch their microphones 
off and there’s an echo/feedback

 g. aren’t paying attention 

 h. read directly from their notes 
during a presentation

 i. participate too little

 j. use their mobiles in class

 k. participate too much 

 l. your idea(s) here

Adapted from Cambridge English Certificate in EMI skills | Module 6 | Session 1 | © UCLES 2015

 BREAKOUT instructions

 Decide on 1 each and answer it 
(3m)

 Together share your ideas and 
give feedback (7m).

 Don’t forget to:

explain           give        (ask) tell

• _________ students how to 
improve (in a constructive way) 

• __________ how that 
improvement would help 

• __________ a concrete example 
of how to achieve this 
improvement.

 FAST FINSHERS: Now, as a group, talk about another/others.



Suggestions
How to point your students in the right direction

• Here are some of our ideas e. not switching their cameras on 

Would you mind switching your 

cameras on. It’s important because I 

can check if you’re understanding 

what I’m explaining. Besides, I need 

it to avoid feeling isolated/like I’m 

talking to the wall. Imagine I turned 

off my camera; it would feel 

strange, wouldn’t it?

Reading directly from their notes during a 

presentation (E)

Well Dan, what you’re saying is really 

interesting. Why don’t you try and speak 

instead of directly reading out your notes. This 

way your presentation will sound more natural 

and you’ll also slow down. Should we have a go 

now? I imagine you don’t enjoy classes when 

teachers read from their notes.

. participating too little

We want to hear your opinion . 

Why don’t you participate a little 

bit more? I’m sure the class would 

be more interesting for you if 

joined the debate. Try to put all 

your distractions away and listen 

to what your classmates want to 

tell you

For someone speaking too much 

maybe something like: Thanks for 

your contribution(s) but we really 

need to get on with the 

class/lecture so if you have more 

comments/ideas please add them 

to the chat/forum and everyone 

can have a look after the class 

when they have time. 

Participating too Little

Ask/tell: I would love to hear your ideas, it would be great if you could participate more 

How: If you participate more, that way you can solve your any questions you may have 

on the go, also it is  important that we include everyone’s opinions in class 

Give example: [when professor finish a sentence or a teaching that you want them to 

talk about] This would be a good time to share ideas, “What thoughts / aspects come 

to your mind when we talk about CSR?” [clear question] for example, [prompt] Fair 

trade coffee at Starbucks always comes to my mind We can use a couple of minutes to 

brainstorm. 

According to research, more than 50% of 
communication is ‘nonverbal’ – body language is so 

important (eye movement especially)



 Do your students take notes during the lectures?

 Do you ask your students to put their phones on silent?

 Have you tried setting up a “Learning Contract”?

Cambridge English Certificate in EMI skills | Module 8 | Session 1 | © UCLES 2015



What kinds of issues do you have with your 
students’ written assignments?

Padlet 

https://padlet.com/steveinghamupo/h8takzknyc77uthz

https://padlet.com/steveinghamupo/h8takzknyc77uthz
https://padlet.com/steveinghamupo/h8takzknyc77uthz


What kinds of issues do you have with your students’ written assignments?

www.padlet.com 



Teachers’ roles and responsibilities

 Facilitator, Mentor, Motivator, Planner, Guide

 planner - counsellor - motivator  - leader - creator 
(creativity)

 Motivator, facilitator, questioner, problem-solver, 
model

 participant - team player - inspirator - problem solver -
researcher "questionner"

 Questioner, Collaborator, Participant, Problem solver, 
Team player

 problem solver

Last time…  



Level 3:

DESCRIPTION

What 
Happened?

FEELINGS

What were you 
thinking and 

feeling?

EVALUATION

What was good 
and bad about 

the 
experience?

ANALYSIS

What sense 
can you make 

of the 
situation?

CONCLUSION

What could 
you have 

done?

ACTION PLAN 

If it arose 
again, what 

would you do?

Gibbs 
Reflective

Cycle Model 
(1988)

Defining
Reflecting

TEACHER / 
TUTOR 

FEEDBACK



Practising 

language for 

giving different 

types of written 

feedback on 

students’ written 

work

Source: https://www.englishlearnsite.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/product-and-process-approach-to-writing.jpg

Write and submit Write DRAFT and submit



Practising 

language for 

giving different 

types of written 

feedback on 

students’ written 

work



Hi Steve, 

My name is Jorge. I am a student at Jose Infantes Maria 

school in Utrera. It is a bilingual centre. I like it here. My 

family is small. My father work at the Valme and my mother 

is a nurse. I have a sister, Carmen. We are happy most of 

the time. 



EAP: English for

Academic 
Purposes: 
A construct of 
Disciplinary Literacy

Written 
Assignments



Content

Language

Style

• Did the student understand the 
task?

• Were the ideas logical and well 
organised?

• Did the student give sufficient 
supporting details and examples?

• Were there many grammar 
mistakes?

• Did the student use transitions 
and signposting words?

• Were the spelling and punctuation 
correct?

• Did the student use academic 
vocabulary and passive 
structures?

• Did the student cite references 
correctly and appropriately?



Focussing on 
language used 
when giving 
constructive 
feedback



1.

2

3

4

5.

 BREAKOUT

 15 Minutes



Focussing on 
language used 
when giving 
constructive 
feedback 

1. Thanks for your assignment Nerea. I enjoyed reading it.
2. You’ve understood the question and clearly presented both sides of the 

argument. 
3. You need to work on including more transition words to link your ideas 

more clearly. Also, please remember to use more passive structures in 
academic written work. This’ll really improve your writing style.

4. You’re making good progress!
5. How about visiting this website for more help?
http://www.uefap.com/writing/writfram.htm
Click on [Genres] on the menu on the left. You’ll find information about 
1.Essays

2.Reports

3.Case Studies

4.Research proposals

5.Book reviews

6.Brief research reports

7.Literature reviews

8.Reflective writing
and more! Any questions, please let me know.

http://www.uefap.com/writing/writfram.htm
http://www.uefap.com/writing/genre/essay.htm
http://www.uefap.com/writing/genre/report.htm
http://www.uefap.com/writing/genre/casestud.htm
http://www.uefap.com/writing/genre/resprop.htm
http://www.uefap.com/writing/genre/bookrev.htm
http://www.uefap.com/writing/genre/briefreport.htm
http://www.uefap.com/writing/genre/litrev.htm
http://www.uefap.com/writing/genre/reflect.htm


 Read and provide feedback  on 
a piece of student’s writing

 If your first name begins with A 
– L, please look at Essay 1 (you 
have 5 minutes)

 If your first name begins with 
M – Z, please look at Essay 2 
(you have 5 minutes)

 After approximately 5 minutes 
pool together your ideas and 
help each other write 
feedback for both essays –
(the ‘secretary’ should write 
out the feedback in full) you 
only have 15 minutes for both 
so good luck!

Focussing on language used when giving constructive feedback

Content

Language

Style

• Did the student understand the 
task?

• Were the ideas logical and well 
organised?

• Did the student give sufficient 
supporting details and examples?

• Were there many grammar 
mistakes?

• Did the student use transitions and 
signposting words?

• Were the spelling and punctuation 
correct?

• Did the student use academic 
vocabulary and passive structures?

• Did the student cite references 
correctly and appropriately?

 BREAKOUT

 5 minutes individual

 15 minutes group



Focussing on language used when giving constructive feedback
Essay 1

 Assignment: Compare and 
contrast the prose styles of 
Ernest Hemingway and 
William Faulkner. 

 Hemingway and Faulkner are 
two giants of 20th century 
American fiction. Both wrote 
a large number of novels that 
have since became classics. 
Their prose styles could not 
be more different. Whereas 
Faulkner uses lengthy 
complex sentences with 
frequent repetition and long 
archaic words, Hemingway's 
prose is simpler and more 
direct. Something that I think 
both writers has in common 
is their ability to use narrative 
technique to convey vivid 
scenes and strong emotions. 



Write your feedback below.
You have 5 minutes.

 Type here

Content

Language

Style

• Did the student understand the 
task?

• Were the ideas logical and well 
organised?

• Did the student give sufficient 
supporting details and examples?

• Were there many grammar 
mistakes?

• Did the student use transitions and 
signposting words?

• Were the spelling and punctuation 
correct?

• Did the student use academic 
vocabulary and passive structures?

• Did the student cite references 
correctly and appropriately?

 BREAKOUT

 After 5 minutes, please 
group together your 

feedback ideas



Focussing on language used when giving constructive feedback

Write your feedback below
You have 5 minutes

 Type here


Essay 2

 Assignment: Describe the 
effects of global 
urbanisation. 

 The rapid increase in global 
urbanisation is one of the 
greatest issues facing the 
world. Experts estimate that 
the global urban population 
will double over the next 30 
years. We can see that the 
most rapidly urbanising 
region of the world are to be 
found in the developing 
world. Cities in these 
countries are turning into 
megacities – massive 
conurbations of more than 20 
million people. BREAKOUT

 After 5 minutes, please 
group together your 

feedback ideas

Content

Language

Style

• Did the student understand the 
task?

• Were the ideas logical and well 
organised?

• Did the student give sufficient 
supporting details and examples?

• Were there many grammar 
mistakes?

• Did the student use transitions and 
signposting words?

• Were the spelling and punctuation 
correct?

• Did the student use academic 
vocabulary and passive structures?

• Did the student cite references 
correctly and appropriately?



from Dan Ryan to everyone:    

Good job (student’s name). I really like it.

You have got the main points of both 

writers and your comparison was good too. 

You should try to anlayse their work more 

deeply. More detail and examples would 

support your ideas and provide a more in-

depth view of their work. By doing this, the 

final outcome will be better.

Anyway, your progress is impressive. If you 

continue this way, the final grade will be 

great.

And finally, you can find all of both authors' 

works in the library

from Lara Barros Martins (internal) 

to everyone:    

Thanks for your assignment, Alicia. I 

really enjoyed reading it. You did an 

excellent job! Congratulations!

You’ve understood the question and 

clearly presented a comparison for 

both prose styles. 

In order to improve your writing 

style, I suggest you include more 

transition words to link your ideas 

more clearly, such as First, Second, 

Finally. Also, you should try to use 

more the passive voice instead of 

using the first person (“I think…”).

Keep up the good work! 

from María de Pino Ramos Sosa 

(internal) to everyone:    

Essay 2: Thank you  for your 

assignment. It was a pleasure 

reading it. Your ideas are clear 

and you complete the goal of 

the assignment. In fact, you 

mention several effects of 

global urbanisation which are 

not connected to each other. To 

excel in your writing, I’d 

recommend you to  use linking 

words to jump from one idea to 

the other (first, second,…). I 

congratulate you for your 

progress! Keep going! 

giving constructive feedback
• Here are some of our ideas



Teachers’ roles and responsibilities

 Facilitator, Mentor, Motivator, Planner, Guide

 planner - counsellor - motivator  - leader - creator 
(creativity)

 Motivator, facilitator, questioner, problem-solver, 
model

 participant - team player - inspirator - problem solver -
researcher "questioner"

 Questioner, Collaborator, Participant, Problem solver, 
Team player

 problem solver

Last time…  



Dealing with 
gaps in 
knowledge.

 “Every group has mixed abilities and 

mixed English levels”

 BREAKOUT

 5 MINUTES

 5 strategies to deal with gaps in knowledge



Dealing with 
gaps in 
knowledge.

 1. Create a glossary with 
keywords ad definitions 
(wiki-approach)

 2. Mix students of 
different English levels or 
mix them by level (we 
had both experiences)

 3. Mix international and 
local students

 4. Request better 
enrolment testing of 
English levels for bilingual 
courses

Grouping students so 
the stronger can 
support the weaker 
ones

Different tasks for 
different levels

 Try not to highlight the 
lack of knowledge about 
their field; give them 
resources and tools 
(readings) to help them 
and encourage them to 
interact with people 
who can know better 
the issue

 5 strategies to deal with gaps in knowledge • Here are some of our ideas



And finally...

Questions,

 comments and/or 

Suggestions?



Final reflection

 I often advise my students to …

 I always encourage my students to …

 I sometimes warn my students not to …

 I usually evaluate my students by …

 I support my students’ academic study skills by… 

 I guide my students to be independent learners by …

 I expect my students to …

 Online discussion forums are an excellent way of … 

 Students can feel anxious about participating in online discussion 
forums because … 



Resources



Source: reddit.com



ThankYOU!

The End 

• email: steveinghamupo@gmail.com
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MORE INFORMATION ABOUT PRODUCT AND PROCESS WRITING:

https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/article/product-process-writing-a-
comparison

https://teachercourses.cambridgeenglish.org/
https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/article/product-process-writing-a-comparison

